Understanding security features for DRA7xx “Jacinto 6” automotive processors

**Device/Family description**
The “Jacinto 6” family of automotive processors enables digital cockpit applications including infotainment and digital instrument clusters.

**Security problem targeted:**
**Typical threats / security measures**
With the increasing amount of electronic components and features in cars also comes an increasing number of threats to assets like sensitive data and intellectual property. In automotive applications, protecting these assets can be critical to ensuring the integrity and correct functioning of infotainment and cluster systems. To help automotive engineers protect these assets, the DRA7xx “Jacinto 6” family of automotive processors is available in a High-Security (HS) version, in addition to the standard general-purpose (GP) device variant. The high security versions of the “Jacinto 6” processors come with features that provide a foundation for automotive OEMs and Tier 1 manufacturers to implement more robust security in their systems.

**Security features details:**

**Secure boot**
To prevent booting of an unauthenticated firmware or kernel that could compromise important system functions, “Jacinto 6” HS processors have a secure boot feature, enforced via a “root-of-trust” key embedded in the device. Any software booted must be verified against the “root-of-trust”, or an extension to it. In this way, OEMs and Tier 1 manufacturers can design systems so that only authorized software and applications (those signed by the OEM or system integrator) can be loaded and run on the processor.

**Trusted execution environment**
The “Jacinto 6” processors are also equipped with features to help the user extend their security implementation beyond initial boot time authentication. DRA7xx processors support the industry-standard ARM® TrustZone®

**Security enablers:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Security enablers</th>
<th>Detailed security features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DRA7xx “Jacinto 6”</td>
<td>Secure boot</td>
<td>“Root-of-trust” key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trusted execution environment</td>
<td>Secure-execution-capable CPU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Support for OP-TEE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cryptographic acceleration</td>
<td>AES, DES3DES, DES, TRNG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device identity</td>
<td>Unique public ID per device</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debug security</td>
<td>JTAG lock</td>
<td>Per-device debug token</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure storage</td>
<td>Enabled via secure ROM APIs and OP-TEE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TI offers security enablers to help developers implement their security measures to protect their assets (data, code, identity and keys).
technology, which allows the ARM Cortex®-A15 cores within the system-on-chip (SoC) to execute code in a separate secure world, isolated from the public world. This technology enables segregating functions that require isolation and security from other code, such as third-party applications or drivers that could be considered untrusted. The hardware within the ARM Cortex-A15 cores enables separation and helps to prevent the leakage of information between the secure and public domains.

The idea of separation within the core is important, but it also needs to be extended beyond the processor’s cores and into the remainder of the system-on-chip. The bus infrastructure of the “Jacinto 6” processors carries the state of each transaction, including whether they are secure or non-secure. Firewalls throughout the SoC enable the system designer to setup hardware-enforced access controls to bus targets such as external memory and peripheral interfaces and ensure separation between different core operating modes (secure and non-secure, privileged and non-privileged), other device cores (DSP, multiple Cortex-M4 auxiliary CPUs) and the various bus initiators.

The flexible and programmable firewall features of “Jacinto 6”, along with the heterogeneous multi-core architecture, enable hardware enforced isolation of various sub-systems to fit the product requirements. For example, in digital instrument cluster applications, auxiliary processing cores can be used to manage the overall display functions to ensure proper display content is maintained, as well as provide monitoring functionality. Furthermore, the aux core and display functions and can be isolated with firewalls so that the primary system cannot interfere with the auxiliary core operations.

Additional security information

The “Jacinto 6” family also supports the Open Portable Trusted Execution Environment (OP-TEE), an open-source TEE maintained by Linaro. OP-TEE provides a secure environment with support for GlobalPlatform APIs and crypto abstraction layer to add support for hardware crypto acceleration to enable portable runtime security applications.

Resources

- Blog
- Video
- Jacinto overview
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